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Abstract

We examine the issues of measurability, comparability and functional form for

composite measures of living standards. We find that only sub-indices that are themselves fully

significant numbers lead to a meaningful index.

1. Introduction

The 1980s saw the rise of the IMF's structural adjustment policy package, which shifted

the focus of development economics away from the quality of life, and toward the balance of

payments and foreign currency reserves. The UNDP published its Human Development Report

and its Human Development Index (HDI) in an attempt to return the focus of development policy

to "expanding the capabilities of people" (UNDP, 1990: 61). This was accompanied by an

expansion in the literature on life quality issues, ranging from the philosophical and theoretical,

to applied works used to target development assistance. The HDI has been most influential in

setting overt policy goals for agencies such as: UNICEF, UNESCO, WHO and a myriad of non-

governmental organizations (NGO) (UNDP, 1990: 68-9). It has also influenced the development
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strategies of nations world-wide, and changed the nature of project appraisals both nationally and

internationally, based on both human development goals and a country's HDI standing. Aid

provision has been similarly altered (UNDP, 1992: 25). These indices have been used to make

important trade, aid and other assistance decisions. For example, Aschmoneit's Life-Quality

Index was used to target NOD assistance to provinces and counties in China (Aschmoneit, 1990:

204). Despite this, little work has been done on the appropriate data for the index, or the

informational content of sub-indices. Such an analysis is the focus of this paper.

2. The Informational Content of Linear HDIs

An index is said to be ordinally significant if for any index I, the actual index I and a

transformation of that index,/(l}, where/is an increasing function, contain the same information.

With an ordinal index, only rank information is significant, absolute or relative differences in the

value of the index are meaningless.

An index is cardinally significant if the only transformation allowed is a change of scale.

That is, for a cardinally significant index, x and Ax, A > 0, contain the same information. For

a cardinally significant index percentage differences are significant but absolute differences are

meaningless.

An index is fully significant if the only allowable transformation is the unit

transformation. For this type of index absolute differences in the index do matter in addition to

both percentage and rank information.

We now consider the effect of aggregating indices into composite indices and require, at

least, that the aggregation rule produce a composite index which has ordinal significance and can
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thus be used to rank outcomes from best to worst. Any less outcome and the index is useless.

We consider only linear aggregation rules of the form:

I = a" + I- aj ~
j=l

(1)

where each I j is a separate index. For example a well known aggregation rule is the UNDP

formulation of a Human Development Index. This takes the form

3

HDI=I-I-//3
lj

j=1

(2)

where Iij are sub-indices dealing with GOP, educational attainment, and life expectancy at birth.

Proposition 1 An aggregate index which contains either cardinal or ordinal numbers contains

no information.

Proof: By contradiction. Assume we have an index

(3)

Where 1/ is a cardinal index and 1/ is an arbitrary index. If I can be used to rank two situations,

x and y, then it must be the case that

ai/(x) + ai/ex) > ai/(y) + a//(y) ~

ait(x) + a)I1/(x) > ai/(y) + a,')J/(y)

or

a/[It(x) - It(y)] > a,[I/(y) - I/(x)] ~

a/[I/(x) - I/(y)] > a,A.[I/(y) - I/(x)]

3
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or

u}U/(x) - I/(y)]

uJI/(y) - I/(x)]
> I

u}[It(x) - It(y)]

u 2[I/ (y) - I/(x)]

(6)

but since this must be true for all A. > 0 this is a contradiction. Therefore I can contain no

cardinal sub-indices. Since A.I is also an admissible transform for an ordinal index. I cannot

include ordinal information either. QED

An index made of fully significant numbers is the only candidate left for an index which

has any meaning. It is easy to demonstrate that for such an aggregate index. the absolute

difference. and thus relative and rank differences, do have meaning. Thus we have the following.

Proposition 2 An index made up offully significant sub-indices is itselffully significant.

Thus we are left with aggregate indices made up of fully significant numbers as the only

candidates for a meaningful linear index. Note that this says more than the numbers must be unit

free. All ordinal numbers are unit free but the informational content of indices of ordinal

numbers has been shown to be nil.

Comparability, whether the data for one area mean the same thing as the data for another

area. is the second question central to any examination of HDI-type indices. This is a serious

problem where cross-national comparisons or rankings are being made.

Comparability can also be defined in terms of admissible transforms. Non-comparable

sub-indices 1/ and 1/ for two regions A and B have the feature that. for a situation that is
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identical in each country, 1/ =fII/J where F is an increasing arbitrary function. An index is

fully comparable if the only transform that is allowed is the unit transform. Arguments identical

to that above establish that the only transform that will produce a meaningful index is the unit

transform.

Proposition 3 For interregional comparisons the only allowable transform is the unit transform.

Thus for interregional comparisons the sub-indices must be fully comparable.

A concrete example of this comes from the data on literacy. For China the official

definition of literacy (this also excludes the semi-literate) is five to six years of primary

education, which has been found to be the watershed in terms of increased earning potential in

China (World Bank, 1992: 86). By contrast literacy in Brazil is defined as those capable of at

least signing their name, a rather more fundamental definition of literacy than in China. Yet, the

two sets of official literacy data are employed in the HDI by the UNDP as if they are

comparable.

This does not negate the usefulness of the index entirely. Differences in the value of the

index from year to year for the same country will continue to have meaning. This means that

it would be reasonable to say, for example, that the index for Canada rose by 10% last year but

does negate the scope for a meaningful ranking of countries or regions based on non-comparable

definitions of indicators.'

Readers might wish to consult Tsui (1991) for a useful discussion of comparability and composite indicators.
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3. Creating and Aggregating Sub-indices

In many respects this is an issue well treated in the literature starting with Morris' (1979)

seminal contribution and continuing in the annual UNDP publications. Therefore only a brief

summary is needed here.

The two uses for any composite index, inter-temporal and cross-national comparisons,

mean that the sub-indices, in addition to being fully significant numbers, must also be unit and

scale neutral values for aggregation into the composite index. There are four means by which

neutrality is achieved in the literature: Borda ranking (Dasgupta, 1993), deviations from the

weighted mean (Aschmoneit, 1990 and unpublished), absolute scales (Morris, 1979), or relative

scales (UNDP, 1990). The first method must be ruled out on the grounds that it contains only

ordinal information. For the deviations from weighted means transformation, any change in the

value of the mean over time is not captured in the sub-index. This precludes any genuine inter

temporal comparison when the mean is not constant. Of the four, this leaves absolute and

relative scale differences as the transformations that permit both cross-national and inter-temporal

comparisons. The transformation can be achieved in the following manner, regardless of the

form of scale employed: Iij = (x/'''''' - Xi) I (x/"""' - xj
rnin

) for indicators that are directly related to

life quality, and Iij = (xij - xj
rnin

) I (x/'''''' - xtin
) for indicators that are inversely related to life

quality. For absolute scales, the maximum and minimum are constructed from external sources,

while for relative scales, they are derived from the data.

The above considerations allow the aggregation of the index in the form of equation I.

The weighting of the sub-indices is, of course, arbitrary and must be done on an ethical basis.

One specific case, which is intuitively appealing and easy to use is an HDI-type index. This is
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a linear and increasing function bounded from below by zero and from above by one, and where

each element of the index carries an equal weight.

J

HOI; = 1 - {(L [ij)/j)
j=/

Other weighting schemes will, of course, produce other indices.
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